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1N＝0.102kgf＝0.2248lbs.
1mm＝0.03937inch 4

Identification Number

Identification numbers of Stroke Ball Spline LS series consist of

a model code, a size, a part code, a preload symbol, a classification

symbol, and supplemental codes.

Model code

Size

Part code

Preload 
symbol

Classification
symbol

Supplemental
code

Stroke Ball Spline LS

Spline shaft mede of stainless steel：Applicable to solid type spline shaft only in size
5 and 6.

4、5、6

Solid shaft：No symbol
Hollow shaft：T

C1 One external cylinder paired with one spline shaft.

R○
The length of spline shaft indicated by mm.  For avail-
able standard length and maximum length, refer to di-
mension table.

Precision class：P
Only P class is available and the detail of accuracy is
shown in page 5.

Light preload：T1
Only T1 preload is available and the amount of T1 is ap-
proximately 0.02C0（C0=Basic static load rating）

Spline shaft mede of stainless steel /S

The material of solid spline shaft of Stroke Ball Spline
LS to be changed to stainless steel.  The load rating
will be obtained by multiplying that of high carbon steel
by a factor of 0.8.

wType of spline shaft

rNumber of external cylinders

tLength of spline shaft

uAccuracy class

iOptional specification

yPreload amount

qSeries

eSize

Example of identification number

LS T 5 C1 R150 T1 P /S
●q ●w ●e ●r ●t ●y ●u ●i
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1N＝0.102kgf＝0.2248lbs.
1mm＝0.03937inch 6

Load Rating and Life

Basic dynamic load rating C

The basic dynamic load rating is defined as a constant load

both in direction and magnitude under which a group of iden-

tical Stroke Ball Spline LS is individually operated and 90% of

those in the group can travel 50×103m free from material dam-

age due to rolling contact fatigue.

Basic static load rating C0

The basic static load rating is defined as a static load that

gives a prescribed constant contact stress at the center of the

contact area between rolling elements and raceways receiving

the maximum load.  Generally, the basic static load rating is

used in combination with the static safety factor. 

Allowable load F

The allowable load is a load under which the sum of elastic

deformations of the rolling element and the raceways in the

contact area subjected to the maximum contact stress is small

enough to guarantee accuracy and smooth rolling movement.

Therefore, where very smooth and highly accurate linear mo-

tion is required, make sure to use Stroke Ball Spline LS well

within the allowable load values.

Dynamic rated torque T

The dynamic rated torque is defined as a rotational torque

（See Fig.2）constant both in magnitude and direction under

which 90% of a group of the same Stroke Ball Spline LS can

travel 50×103m without suffering from material damage due to

rolling contact fatigue when they are individually operated.

Static rated torque and Static rated moment

T0, TX, TY

The static rated torque and static rated moment are defined

as a static torque or static moment which gives a prescribed

constant contact stress at the center of the contact area be-

tween the steel ball and raceway receiving the maximum load

when a torque or moment（See Fig.2）is loaded.  They are

the allowable limit torque or moment that permits normal rolling

motion. Generally, they are used in combination with the sta-

tic safety factor.

Load direction and Load rating

Since the load ratings of Stroke Ball Spline LS given in the

dimension table are for upward/downward load, they must be

corrected for the load direction for lateral load.  The correct-

ed basic dynamic load ratings and basic static load ratings

are shown in Table 5.

Upward load

Downward load

Lateral load

Fig.1 Direction of load

Table 5 Load ratings corrected for the load direction
Load

direction

Size

4～6 C C0 1.47C 1.73C0

Upward and forward

Basic dynamic
load rating

Basic static
load rating

Lateral

Basic dynamic
load rating

Basic static
load rating

T、T0

TX

TY

Fig.2 Direction of dynamic torque, Static rated torque
and static torque rating

Accuracy

68
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The accuracy of Stroke Ball Spline LS is shown in Table 1

and the accuracy of spline shaft is shown in Table 2 and 3.

Table 1 Accuracy of each part of Stroke Ball Spline LS

A-BA-B

A-B1

A

2

A-B1

A-B

D

D

B

C

C 2Table 4

Parts mounting part

Support part

Spline part
External cylinder

Parts mounting part

Support part

Model number

LS 4

LS 5

LS 6

Note（1）：This accuracy is applicable when special machining is done to the shaft end.
Remark：The above table shows representative model numbers, and are also applicable to all models.

unit：μm
Relative to axial line of supporting part of alpine shaft

①Radial runout of periphery of parts mounting part（1）

Precision class（P）

②Perpendicularity of spline shaft end surface（1）

Precision class（P）

26

57

Overall length of spline shaft
mm Precision（P）

― 200

200 300

Over Incl.

Remark：The value is applicable to any length of the effective length
100mm of spline part.

Table 3 Total radial runnout of axial line of spline shaft unit：μm

Allowable value 6

Accuracy class Precision（P）

Table 2 Twist of grooves with respect to effective length of the spline shaft unit：μm

Table 4 Measuring method of accuracy

Note（1）：This accuracy is applicable when special machining is done to the shaft ends.

Measuring item

（1）
Radial runout of periphery of parts
mounting part relative to axial line
of supporting part of spline shaft.
（See Table 1, ①）

While supporting the spline shaft at its supporting parts,
place dial gage probes to the outer peripheral faces of
the parts mounting part, and measure the runout from
one rotation of the spline shaft.

While supporting the spline shaft at its supporting parts
at one spline shaft end, place a dial gage probe to the
spline end face and measure runout from one rotation
of the spline shaft.

Fix and support the spline shaft.  Then apply a unidi-
rectional torsion moment on the external cylinder（for
measurement purpose）, before placing a dial gage
probe to the side face of the sunk key attached on the
external cylinder.  Measure runout when the external
cylinder and the gage probe have traveled together
100mm on any effective part of the spline shaft.  How-
ever, the gage probe should be applied as near as pos-
sible to the outer periphery of the external cylinder.

While supporting the spline shaft at its supporting parts
or at both center holes, place a dial gage probe to the
external peripheral face of the external cylinder（for
measurement purpose）, and measure runout at sever-
al positions in the axial direction while turning the spline
shaft one rotation.  Use the maximum value.

（1）
Perpendicularity of spline end face
relative to axial line of supporting
part of alpine shaft（See Table 1,
②）

Twist of grooves with respect to
effective length of the spline part
（See Table 2）

Total radial runout of axial line of
spline shaft（See Table 3）

Measuring method Illustration of measuring method

Datum block for traveling of gage probe

Sunk key
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1N＝0.102kgf＝0.2248lbs.
1mm＝0.03937inch 8

Precautions for use Precaution for mounting

笊Fit of external cylinder
Generally, transition fit（J7）is applied between the external

cylinder and the housing bore.  When high accuracy and high

rigidity are not required, clearance fit（H7）may also be ap-

plicable.

笆Stopper mechanism
Stroke Linear Ball Spline LS does not have mechanical stop-

per.

Prepare mechanical stopper if over stroking is concerned.

笳Standard mounting example
Fig.3 shows standard mounting methods of external cylinder.

Fig.3 Mounting example

Fig.4 Assembly direction of the external cylinder

D-0.3

d-0.03

Fig.5 Press-fitting of the external cylinder

笘Additional machining of spline shaft
The high carbon steel spline shaft is hardened by induction

hardening.  When additional machining on the shaft end is

needed, make sure that the maximum diameter of the shaft

end machining part does not exceed the dimension d1 shown

in the dimension tables.  Spline shafts with special end shapes

can be prepared upon request.  Consult for further in-

formation.

笙Operating temperature
The maximum ambient temperature 120℃.  In case of continu-

ously operation, ambient temperature should not exceed 100℃.

笞Caution in the operation
Stroke length should be within effective stroke length in dimen-

sion table.

Cage creeping may occur under unsteady high-speed operation

and/or moment load condition.  A full length of stroking is nec-

essary to correct cage position in periodical operation interval.

笊Assembling an external cylinder and a spline shaft
When assembling the external cylinder on the spline shaft, cor-

rectly fit grooves of the external cylinder to the grooves of the

spline shaft and move the external cylinder gentry in parallel

direction.  Rough handling will result in dropping steel balls.

The cage must be located in the middle position.  After as-

semble the external cylinder to a spline shaft, push the spline

shaft forward until the cage contacts to end part of external

cylinder.

Furthermore, push the spline shaft until a half of the maximum

stroke length and return it by the same length.  Then the lo-

cation of the cage can be located in the middle.

Products are assembled to provide the best accuracy when

marks of external cylinder and spline shaft face the

same direction.

笆Mounting the external cylinder
When press-fitting the external cylinder to the housing, as-

semble them correctly by using a pressing equipment and a

suitable jig fixture, etc.（See Fig.5）
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Load Rating and Life

Spline Shaft

Lubrication and Dust Protection

Life
The rating life of Stroke Ball Spline LS is obtained from the

following formula.

CL＝50（――）3……………………………………………………………………（1）P

TL＝50（――）3……………………………………………………………………（2）M

where, L ：Rating life, 103m

C：Basic dynamic load rating, N

T ：Dynamic rated torque, N・m

P：Theoretically calculated radial load, N

M：Theoretically calculated torque, N・m

If the stroke length and the number of strokes per minute are

given, the life in hours can be obtained from the following for-

mula.

106LLh＝―――――― ………………………………………………………………（3）2Sn1×60

where, Lh：Rating life in hours, hours

S：Stroke length, mm

n1：Number of strokes per minute, cpm

Static safety factor
When excessive large or heavy loads are applied on Stroke

Ball Spline LS, local permanent deformation will be made on

balls or raceways, resulting in deterioration in running perfor-

mance. In general, the allowable loads depend on the operat-

ing conditions and the requirements in the application, and the

margin of safety is determined considering the above factors.

The static safety factor, fs, can be obtained from the follow-

ing formula. General values of this factor are shown in Table

6.

C0fS＝―― …………………………………………………………………………（4）P0

T0fS＝―― …………………………………………………………………………（5）M0

where, fS ：Static safety factor

C0：Basic static load rating, N

P0：Static radial load（maximum load）, N

T0：Static rated torque, N・m

M0：Static torque（maximum torque）, N・m

Moment of inertia of sectional area and section modulus of

the spline shaft are shown in Table 8.

In Stroke Linear Ball Spline LS, grease is not pre-packed.

In Cleaning of rust preventive oil and Initial lubrication with

grease or oil is necessary by users before the operation.  Qual-

ity lithium-soap base grease is recommended.

Stroke Linear ball Spline LS does not have oil hole and grease

nipple.  Apply grease on the raceway part of spline shaft in

case of relubrication.

Load factor
Due to vibration and/or shocks during machine operation, the

actual load on each rolling guide becomes greater in many

cases than the theoretically calculated load.  The applied load

is generally calculated by multiplying the theoretically calculat-

ed load by the load factor shown in Table 7.

Table 6 Static safety factor

Operation with vibration and/or shocks

High operating performance is required.

Normal operation

5 ～ 7

4 ～ 6

3 ～ 5

Table 7 Load factor

Operating conditions fW

Smooth operation free from vibration and/or shock

Normal operation

Operation with vibration and/or shocks

1.0 ～ 1.2

1.2 ～ 1.5

1.5 ～ 3.0

Table 8 Moment of inertia of sectional area and section modulus

Model number

LS 4

LS 5

LS 6

12 12 06 06

29 29 12 12

61 61 21 21

Moment of inertia 
of sectional area

mm4

Solid shaft Hollow shaft

Sectional modulus

mm3

Solid shaft Hollow shaft

fSOperating conditions

Remark：The table shows representative model numbers only, and are ap-
plicable to all models of the same size.
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10

10

5

7

8

285

616

673

380

748

855

127

249

285

0.66

1.8

2.4

0.87

2.2

3.0

0.88

2.0

2.6

1.5

3.5

4.4

13.2

14

13.6

LS 4

LST 4

LS 5

LST 5

LS 6

LST 6

Model number

Basic dynamic
load rating（3）

Effective
stroke
length

Maximum
stroke
length

Mounting
dimension

Basic static
load rating（3）

Allowable
load（3）

Dynamic torque
rating（3）

Static torque
rating（3）

Static moment
rating（3）

mm mm

Da

mm

C

N

C0

N

F

N

T

N・m

T0

N・m

TX

N・m

TY

N・m

T1 /SC1 R1505 PLS T

4、5、6

（Only C1 is available）�

LS

Solid shaft
Hollow shaft

Non symbol
T

T1 P

S

Example of identification number of assembled set

Size Preload amount
Light preload

Accuracy class
Precision class

Spline shaft with
stainless steel

Type of spline shaft

Model code

Optional specification

Length of spline shaft（150mm）�

Number of external cylinder

Model code Size Part code Preload symbol Supplemental codeInterchangeable code

L2

L1

L

M

d D D
a

9

Stroke Ball Spline LS
LS・LST

d2

d1

Note（1）：Dimension d1 indicates the maximum diameter when machining is done at the spline shaft ends.
（2）：Lengths indicated are standard lengths.  Spline shafts in different lengths are also available.  Simply indicate the necessary length of spline shaft

（mm）in the identification number.
（3）：The directions of dynamic load rating（C）, basic static load rating（C0）, dynamic torque rating（T）and static torque/moment rating（T0, TX

and TY）are shown in the sketches below.
Remark：Grease is not pre-packed.  Initial lubrication with grease or oil is necessary before the operation.

Model number

LS 4

LST 4

LS 5

LST 5

LS 6

LST 6

05.65

08.90

10.90

9.6

8.6

14.9

12.4

19

16.5

08

10

11

0

－0.009

0

－0.009

0

－0.011

24

27

29

10

12

15

M2

M2

M2

100 150

100 150

150 200

200

300

200

150
1.3

1.4

1.4

0

－0.012

0

－0.012

0

－0.012

4

5

6

3.2

4.2

5.2

―

1.5

―

2

―

2

Mass（Ref.）
g

Dimension and tolerance of
external cylinder mm

Dimension and tolerance of spline shaft
mm

External
cylinder

Spline shaft
（per 100mm） D Tolerance L1 L2 M

Maximum
depth of
thread

d Tolerance d1（1） d2 L（2） Maximum
length

T、T0C、C0 TX TY
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